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Based on actual results and accounting for states currently not called, still counting,
recounting, under investigation or audit, or states with election issues now in the
courts, President Trump is winning the 2020 Presidential Election. Per consideration
for all the states still in question, President Trump is currently winning the 2020
election.
Here is what we already know. A number of states have been called but a number are
still in question. Here is a list of those in question.
Pennsylvania – although the current counts show Biden leading there is so much
corruption in this state that it is likely that this state will never come to a transparent
and agreed upon decision on who wins this state. President Trump was up by 700,000
votes on election night but more than a million ballots were added since that which
eventually stole the election for Biden. The President has a clear path to victory once the
illegal votes are addressed.
Wisconsin – this state as well now shows Biden in the lead but early in the morning
after the election more than 100,000 votes magically appeared in Milwaukee. The
current lead for Biden is only 20,000. If these votes or the exception in the numbers in
Rock County are addressed, Trump will likely win this state by a large margin.
Michigan – this state is as well full of fraud. Lawsuits are in place. In addition there
were over 100,000 votes dumped in Detroit and the lead here was stolen from Trump

as well. Once the illegal votes are eliminated President Trump has a very good chance of
winning this state as well.
Georgia – this state too has much fraud. The President was winning this state on
election night by 100,000 votes. But after the election a program was put in place to
basically harvest a number of ballots. Now Biden leads in this state as well. Once the
harvested ballots are thrown out, this state will go to Trump as well.
Nevada – there is much fraud here as well. Signatures were not verified on hundreds of
thousands of votes. It is likely that President Trump will win this state if any of the
ineligible votes are eliminated here as well.
Arizona – no one knows what the hell is going on here. Due to the delays in counting
and recording a winner, it is likely this state is being stolen from President Trump as
well. What a mess.
Alaska – this still hasn’t been called but it is clearly a red state and should have been
called on Election night. No doubt more monkey business going on here as well.
In spite of all the fraud, the President currently has more roads to win the election than
Biden:

If Americans and President Trump obtain fair verdicts in court decisions, President
Trump will be declared the winner. This is all now down to the courts.

